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Message from JUMP! Development Manager

When I applied for the position of JUMP! Development 
manager back in September of 2016, I was immediately 
impressed by JUMP! Development’s impact on underprivileged 
youths around the world and was impassioned to be a part of 
this change-making process. 

As someone who has taken part in development projects in 
rural Kenya, state-wide initiatives at a U.S. state department of 
education, and multi-million dollar national education studies in 
the U.S., I am deeply aware of the crucial roles financial and 
human resources play in designing and delivering quality 
projects. JUMP! Development is no exception; since 2015, the 
BBS grant has supported most of the operation and program 
cost of JUMP! Development, allowing us to build a team of one 
full-time staff and several program-specific staff, and create a 
structure on which to scale our program and impact. In just two 
years, the BBSfund has enabled JUMP! Development to deliver 11 JLCs in partnership with four community NGOs, 
serving over 1,000 youths across three continents. Through JLCs, BBS has taken part in inspiring and 
empowering underprivileged youths to discover their potential to be changemakers, and engaging and 
mobilizing these youths to actively find solutions to some of the the most pressing challenges in their 
communities. 

As the famous African proverb goes, “It takes a village to raise a child.” In the case of youth 
development in underserved areas, it takes three villages worth of funding and manpower. Together with 
NGO partners and BBS, JUMP! Development will continue our effort in helping underprivileged youths 
find sustainable solutions to local challenges. 
Irene Wu
JUMP! Development Manager
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OUR 2016 RESULTS
The BBS Grant supported JUMP! Development to
expand its reach beyond Nicaragua, Haiti, and the
Dominican Republic to Kenya, China, Cambodia
and Thailand, co-organizing JUMP! Leadership
Conferences with local NGOs in seven countries
in three continents. Together with our partners, we
served a total of 771 youths from rural areas, urban
slums, migrant communities, and post-disaster
areas, transforming youths’ lives one
J!Development program at a time.

"These sessions were very interactive and [the conference] was centered 
more on us, the participants, to give solutions to problems we face as a 
community.” – 2016 JLC Nairobi Participant
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SUMMARY OF CONFERENCES

City (Country) NGO Partner Theme Winning Impact Project(s) #

Foret des Pins
(Haiti) 

Global Potential Post-Disaster Relief Reforestation of the Wanamet Forest 165

Batey 9 
(Dominican 
Republic)

Global Potential Local Youth 
Empowerment

Finalization of Community Center 205

El Hatillo
(Nicaragua)

Global Potential Local Youth 
Empowerment

Community Water Pump Restoration 155

Nairobi 
(Kenya)

Paamoja
Initiative

Urban Slums Community Innovation Hub for Youths
”Positive Ghetto” for Youths and

Police

65

Bangkok 
(Thailand)

Ma-D JUMP! Pilot Teen Pregnancy Reduction
Plastic Waste Separation

15

Chiang Mai 
(Thailand)

BEAM 
Education 
Foundation

Myanmar Migrant/Thai 
Ethnic Youth Education

Mosquito-Borne Illness & Traffic Rules 
Education for Migrant Workers

94

Beijing 
(China)

N/A Exploring Diversity N/A 29

Battambang
(Cambodia)

FEDA Cambodia Local Educator 
Empowerment

6th Grade After-School Reading 
Project

43

Total # Participants 771

Links to end-of-program reports can be accessed by clicking on 
the cities in the table.

https://thejumpfoundation.box.com/s/kdir2nid4uyk309xwutbsfw2v32fv47d
https://thejumpfoundation.box.com/s/kdir2nid4uyk309xwutbsfw2v32fv47d
http://www.global-potential.org/
https://thejumpfoundation.box.com/s/kdir2nid4uyk309xwutbsfw2v32fv47d
https://thejumpfoundation.box.com/s/kdir2nid4uyk309xwutbsfw2v32fv47d
http://www.global-potential.org/
https://thejumpfoundation.box.com/s/kdir2nid4uyk309xwutbsfw2v32fv47d
https://thejumpfoundation.box.com/s/kdir2nid4uyk309xwutbsfw2v32fv47d
http://www.global-potential.org/
https://thejumpfoundation.box.com/s/6hqdyc46wkodbowyogp0voc3q01wal9q
https://thejumpfoundation.box.com/s/6hqdyc46wkodbowyogp0voc3q01wal9q
http://www.paamoja.org/
https://thejumpfoundation.box.com/s/jp95j2xtdu7q5uvmgs0vxm7i7ar5uuif
https://thejumpfoundation.box.com/s/jp95j2xtdu7q5uvmgs0vxm7i7ar5uuif
http://madeehub.com/
https://thejumpfoundation.box.com/s/o366nquxgueaid1noewmrx760dibjbal
http://beamedu.org/
https://thejumpfoundation.box.com/s/11aeu3rt67qgb9gjy29epbrxc1h57262
https://thejumpfoundation.box.com/s/11aeu3rt67qgb9gjy29epbrxc1h57262
http://fedacambodia.org/
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JUMP! Staff Blog on Latin America Conference
Young people’s commitment to change is inspiring; but more importantly, it’s necessary and crucial. 

They are undoubtedly active change agents of their own communities but also of each other. I saw this 
unshakable commitment in Haiti’s JUMP! Leadership Conference partnered with Global Potential. I saw 
this relentless commitment when local youth from Barasa and Port au Prince traveled 2.5 hours on foot 
through the hills of Haiti to get to this 3-day conference where they were able to equip themselves to 
change the realities of their own communities. Again, I saw this unflinching commitment when youth chose 
to come together to speak out about grave issues affecting their communities. I saw the responsibility these 
students decided to take on by speaking stark truths of violence, deforestation, high number of youth 
death, lack of woman and LGBTQ rights.

These conversations completely led by local youth change lives. It changes lives because it inspires 
youth to think of solutions, it empowers them to reach for resources they need and it engages them to be 
the change they want to see in their own communities. These 
youth were then given the opportunity to access a small pocket of 
funding for new community projects that would also connect them with
mentors for continual guidance. There were a total of 8 projects 
presented at this conference that addressed today’s most compelling 
issues in Haiti, such as deforestation, teen pregnancy, poverty, education,
pollution, school buildings, and more. More importantly, those that vote 
for the winning project were none other than local youth themselves. 
The youth council from the Barasa community is composed primarily of 
local leaders between the ages of 16-27; their own communities voted 
them into position. These local leaders help organize, and run the entire 
conference by encouraging conversation, voting for the winning project 
and ultimately empowering youth with similar backgrounds. With their 
guidance and experience the winning project of deforestation can take 
off and help those locally impacted. - Esmeralda Herrera

Esmeralda Herrera (Momo), our Princeton in Asia fellow, managed the Latin America 
JUMP!/GP Leadership Conference in the Dominican Republic and Haiti. Here, Momo is with 
the winners of the Dominican Republic Impact Project winners.
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2016 STATISTICS

Male: Female Ratio (Bangkok, Nairobi, Latin America, Beijing, Battambang)
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Below show the male-female and age distribution of 
2016 programs whose data we were able to obtain.

From 2017, JUMP! Development will use standard post-program surveys to ensure 
comparability of results across programs.

Mode: 16
Median: 18
Mean: 
18.75
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POST-JLC SURVEY RESULT HIGHLIGHTS
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2016 ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

2016 was truly a fruitful 
year for JUMP! 
Development. This year, 
we gained a whole team of 
staff who contributed their 
effort to youth development 
in underprivileged 
communities for our 
programs in various 
locations.

Indra Ganzorig, JUMP! 
Development Manager 
(Jan-Aug)

Irene Wu, JUMP! 
Development Manager 
(Oct- Present)

Duke Xu, JLC Beijing 
Program Manager 

Jiayue Ren, JLC 
Beijing Program 
Officer 

Michou Tchana-
Hyman, JLC Project 
Officer 

Jasnam Sanchathep, 
JLC Thailand Conference 
Coordinator

Esmeralda Herrera, 
JLC Latin America 
Conference Officer
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2016 ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

DOCUMENTS & RESOURCES

JUMP! LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE RESOURCES

In addition to gains in human
resources, JUMP! Development was
able to strengthen internally by
creating a foundation and a structure
on which we can increase the quality
and expand the impact of our
programs in 2017.

• JUMP! Development Concept Note
• JUMP! Development Presentation
• Partnership Framework
• Project Agreement
• Monitoring & Evaluation Framework
• JUMP! Development Brochure for Corporate 

Sponsorship
• Budget and Expense Template
• JUMP! Development Presentation

• JLC Organizer’s Manual
• JLC Facilitator Handbook
• JLC Leadership Manual
• Community Impact Project Selection Criteria
• Post-Conference Report Template
• Conference Program Flow
• Post-Conference Survey
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2015-2016 FINANCE
Category of Expenditure 2015 2016 Q1 2016 Q2 2016 Q3 2016 Q4 Total

1 Staffing $7,465.93 $10,105.00 $11,465.00 $3,619.00 $32,654.93
Development Manager $6,105.00 $  6,105.00 $  6,105.00 $2,457.00
Development Intern $  250.00 $    360.00 $    112.00
Development Scholar $  223.36 $  1,000.00
Project Manager—Bangkok $  887.57 $  2,000.00
Project Manager—Latin America $  1,000.00 $  2,000.00
Project Manager—Chiang Mai $  1,000.00 $    25.00
Project Manager—Beijing $  2,000.00
Project Manager—Battambang $1,025.00

2 Partnership Development $   55.61 $  572.65 $628.26  
Cambodia $   146.75
Thailand $   55.61 $   381.32
China $    44.58

3 JUMP! Leadership Conferences $22,828.00 $7,651.55 $20,000.00 $13,261.80 $63,741.35 
Latin America 2015 $22,828.00
Bangkok $ 1,017.90
Nairobi $6,633.65
Latin America 2016 $20,000.00
Beijing $3,510.00
Chiang Mai $4,809.15
Battambang $4942.65

4 Adole Chat Kenya 2015 $2,670.00 $2,670.00
Total: $99,694.54 
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OUR 
PARTNERS
We are incredibly 
thankful for our various 
partners for their 
commitment and support  
to our youth development 
work. Together, we have 
made 2016 an inspiring, 
empowering, and 
engaging year for over 
700 youths.

“All cultures are enriched through the youth’s ideas, which makes me think the world is a village because 
the reflections of these ideas are not so different.” – 2016 JLC Haiti Participant
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Paamoja (Nairobi, Kenya)

Global Potential (Latin America)

BEAM Foundation (Chiangmai, Thailand)

FEDA Cambodia (Battambang, Cambodia)

PROGRAM PARTNERS
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CONFERENCE PARTNERS
KENYA
• Slum TV Kenya
• Mwelu Foundation
• Maji Mazuri
• Mathare Environmental Conservation Youth Group
• Canada Mathare Education Trust
• Humanity First Organization
• Mathare Youth Sports Association
• Shining Hope for Communities

CHINA
• International School of Beijing
• Beijing Gender Health Education Institute
• Beijing LGBT Center
• Dream Building Service Association
• Women Media Monitoring Network/Voice of Feminists
• Institute of Public and Environmental Affairs
• PEER
• Let Birds Fly
• Friends of Nature
• Gaia Nature School of Friends of Nature

CAMBODIA
• Ayana Journeys

THAILAND
• Thai Freedom House
• Ma:D Club for Better Society

“I learned about different things from the short speeches…we are always 
surrounded by people who are doing a lot of valuable work. Before the 
speeches, I could only see a small world around me, now I feel like I am 
flying and overlooking the whole earth.” – 2016 JLC Beijing Participant
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THANK YOU

On behalf of everyone at JUMP! Foundation, I would like to
express our deepest gratitude for your generous donation to
and support for our mission. With your financial contributions,
you have demonstrated your deep commitment to our work in
youth development.

We sincerely welcome members of BBS to attend the JUMP!
Leadership Conferences or any of our programs for this year.
It would be our honor to have you experience our youths being
engaged, inspired, and empowered through our programs.

Thank you again for your continuing support. We always strive
to live up to our achievements of previous years. We promise
to keep you updated of our progress.
If you require further details or should you have any questions
about the activities, feel free to contact me at
irene.wu@jumpfoundation.org or at +86 18311050232.

Sincerely,
Irene Wu,
Development Manager
JUMP! Foundation

Follow us on:

www.jumpfoundation.org

/company/jump-foundation

/jumpfoundation

/user/thejumpfoundation

/jumpfoundation
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OVERVIEW 
 
Having a full-time staff entirely focused on J! Development helped design our implementation 
and evaluation framework, increased exposure of the JUMP Foundation amongst different 
governmental and non-governmental organizations, while also creating more opportunities for 
collaboration across organizations. Thanks to this partnership, we have the capacity in 
developing and delivering youth development program interventions. 
 
Financial Report on disbursement of funds to date: 
Total spending to date: $28,626 
Spending in 2015: $20,132 
Spending in Q1 of 2016: $8,494 
 

  Items Jan Feb Mar Total 
1 Staffing  $2,035.00   $2,230.36   $3,285.00   $7,550.36  
  Development Manager  $2,035.00   $2,035.00   $2,035.00   $6,105.00  
  Intern  $-     $-     $250.00   $250.00  
  Project Manager  $-     $-     $1,000.00   $1,000.00  
  Flights  $-     $195.36   $-     $195.36  
  Visa  $-     $28.00   $-     $28.00  
2 Partnership Development  $32.37   $20.44   $2.80   $55.61  
  Transportation  $8.96   $15.12   $2.80   $26.88  
  Meetings  $23.41   $5.32   $-     $28.73  
3 JLC Bangkok  $-     $-     $887.57   $887.57  
  Site visits  $-     $-     $8.57   $8.57  
  Venue  $-     $-     $403.00   $403.00  
  T-Shirts  $-     $-     $476.00   $476.00  

Total:  
$8,493.53  
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IMPACT OF FUNDS ОN ORGANIZATION 

J! Development Team 
Our team has grown much compared to 2015. The Team now includes: 
 
Indra Ganzorig - Development Manager 

Indra is an education enthusiast from Mongolia who is passionate about 
youth and community development. In 2013, she began her career as the 
Education Project Manager at Go Help UK Charity, a UK-based NGO 
empowering children and young people through libraries and educational 
centers. At Go Help, she initiated a mobile library project called “Tales on 
Horseback” and travelled to the countryside promoting literacy in under-
served areas by offering books and free internet access. In 2014, Indra 
joined the Center for Citizenship Education as the Youth Development 
Officer, where she partnered with the UN Population Fund to implement 

the Youth Development Project and advocated for national policies related to youth issues. 
Aside from work, Indra is an avid member of the TED community, organizing TEDx events and 
translating TED Talks into Mongolian. 
 
Jasnam Sanchathep – Thailand Conference Coordinator (Intern) 

Jasnam Sachathep is a Thai-Indian who has lived in Bangkok all her life. 
She is new to the JUMP! team and is passionate about bringing change to 
Thailand and the world. She has worked in the public sector with many 
different NGOs since she her days in university. Jasnam got her Bachelor's 
degree from Brandeis University in M.A., USA in triple majors Economics, 
Sociology and International Global Studies. She is currently pursuing her 
Masters of International Teaching so that she can fulfill her dream of 
being a teacher. She believes that education is an essential key to success 
and everyone should have the right to be educated. She loves the 

outdoors and is an adrenaline junky.  
 
Michou Tchana-Hyman - Project Manager 

Michou was born in New York City to an American mother and 
Cameroonian Father. Michou’s sense of adventure and pushing the 
boundaries of traditional education led him to pursue academic interests 
abroad. In high school Michou studied abroad in Costa Rica, and over the 
course of his college career completed an internship in Spain, Thailand, 
and conducted a major creative research project on story telling 
traditions in Cameroon. During his last semester of college, Michou 
completed an internship in Chiang Mai, Thailand, at a small, education-
focused, community-based organization called Bridging Education-gaps 

Among Migrants (BEAM). At BEAM, Michou worked on projects to advance the Myanmar 
migrant education system in Thailand, and was offered a teaching position upon completion of 
his internship and college career.  
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Much of this quarter has been spent on designing the implementation and evaluation 
frameworks of the JUMP! Foundation’s J! Development stream. These tools outline all aspects 
of the J! Development projects and JUMP! Leadership Conference Model (JLC): 

Documents & Resources 
1. Partnership Framework provides information on how to establish and manage the 

partnerships of J! Development 
2. Monitoring & Evaluation Framework measures the effectiveness of program 

interventions 
3. Communications Strategic Plan 2016-2017 provides information and guidelines on 

internal and external communications 
 
JUMP! Leadership Conference Resources 

1. Concept Note provides overview of the JLC 
2. Curriculum Framework outlines desired content of the JLC 
3. Mentorship Guide sets expectations and provides guidelines for mentoring participants 

of the JLC 
4. Organizer’s Manual is a tool for Partner Organizations to successfully organize JLC in 

their country 

Partnerships 
 
Managing existing partnerships 
This quarter we strengthened our existing partnerships with Global Potential and Paamoja by 
signing MoUs and Partnership Agreements. These agreements commit both parties to 
effectively implementing and delivering on desired outcomes. 
Developing new partnerships 
The JUMP! Development team has significantly increased the number of new partnerships and 
created strong relations with like-minded organizations and social enterprises. Highlights of this 
past quarter include: 
 

 

JLC Bangkok Visioning Meeting was held with representatives from 6 different 
organizations to develop a clear vision for the conference and tailor it to align 
with the Thai cultural context and create actionable steps with different 
organizations assigned to each task. 

 

Thailand’s leading social science institute Thammasat University and 
Asian Leadership Academy will support facilitation of program 
interventions in Thai. 

 

The CSR team at Loxley Ltd., a major Thai trading conglomerate, introduced 
the J! Development team to NGOs working in youth development in “70 Rai”, 
one of Bangkok’s most impoverished urban districts. 

 

We have received interest from the regional office of the United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP) to support them in finding the right 
candidates to join their ChangeMakers Network and facilitate workshops to 
prepare the future leaders of countries in Asia and the Pacific. 
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Regional office of the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) 
expressed their interest to co-host a regional conference on 10 December 
2016, to mark International Human Rights Day with the theme “Our Rights”.  
“Our Rights” is an Asia-Pacific wide campaign to put a human face on key 
rights issues. 

 We are organizing the Open Society Foundation’s Conference with 
Progression Leadership. The conference will take place over two days, 28-29 
April 2016 at the Hotel Pullman G in Bangkok, Thailand.  Approximately 124 
participants from throughout the Open Society Foundation scholarship and 
fellowship programs will be attending the conference. 

 

IMPACT OF FUNDS ON JUMP! LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 

JLC Bangkok 
 
The conference will take place from the 14-15 of May from 9:00-
17:00 at the Ma.D Club for Better Society in Bangkok. The 
registration application was launched online on the 15th of March 
and participants will receive pre-conference assignments in the 
form of a Participant Guide with suggested readings on 

sustainable development and social entrepreneurship, relevant videos (TED Talks or TED-Ed 
lessons), photo essay submissions, etc. The participant experience includes: 

• A rich program with interactive and hands on activities, brainstorming on a vast array of 
topics, and discussions on issues facing Thai youth 

• Crash Course on Design Thinking 
• Time for unstructured connection and engagement 
• Small gift bag for future change-makers 

JLC Nairobi 
 
The JLC Nairobi team is excited to announce that they have 
also located and reserved a venue site for the 2016 
conference. Not only that but the team has also developed 
the curriculum for the conference, and assigned those roles 

to team members. The dates for the JLC Nairobi have been set: 17-18 June 2016. One of the 
main focuses of the JLC Nairobi is to provide equal opportunities to young people with 
disabilities by involving a local NGO to invite guides and interpreters for people with disabilities. 
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THANK YOU 
 
On behalf of everyone at JUMP! Foundation, I would like to express our deepest thanks for your 
generous donation and support to our mission. With your financial contributions, you’ve 
demonstrated your deep commitment to our work of youth development. 
 
We have received the Business for Better Society logo images you sent through and will pass 
them on to our partners. In addition we have included the logo in the newsletters, which have 
recently been sent out to our networks. 
 
If anyone from BBS would like to attend the JUMP! Leadership Conferences or any of our 
programs for this year, you would be a most welcome guest. 
 
Thank you again for your continued support. We hope that we will live up to our achievements 
of previous years. We promise to keep you updated of our progress. 
 
If you require further details or should you have any questions about the activities, feel free to 
contact me at indra.ganzorig@jump.foundation.org or at +66 0626-586-014. 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Indra Ganzorig, 
Development Manager 
JUMP! Foundation 
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OVERVIEW 

JUMP! Development has taken numerous strides in the second quarter of 2016. We created a 
team entirely focused on J! Development, which helped us design our implementation and 
evaluation framework, increased exposure of the JUMP Foundation amongst different 
governmental and non-governmental organizations in Thailand and Kenya, and created more 
opportunities for collaboration across organizations. 
 
Financial Report on disbursement of funds to date: 

Total spending to date:  $46,410.09 
Spending in 2015:   $20,132 
Spending in Q1 of 2016:  $8,521.54 
Spending in Q2 of 2016:  $17,756.55 

 

	
Spending in Q2 Apr May June Total 

1 Staffing $3,535.00	 $3,625.00	 $4,035.00	 $11,105.00	

	
Development Manager $2,035.00	 $2,035.00	 $2,035.00	 $6,105.00 

	
Project Manager - Thailand $1,000	 $1,000	 $	-	 $2,000.00 

	
Project Manager – Latin America $	-	 $	-	 $1,000	 $1,000.00 

	
Development Scholar $500 $500 $ - $1,000.00 

2 JLC Bangkok $ - $1,017.90 $ - $1,017.90 
3 JLC Nairobi $366.73	 $1,325.99	 $4,940.93	 $6,633.65	

Total: $17,756.55 
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QUARTERLY REPORT 

JUMP! Development 
Reporting for: 1 Apr – 31 Jun 
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IMPACT OF FUNDS ОN ORGANIZATION 
 

Team members 

This quarter we had а new team member from our China Hub who started working on the 
conferences in Latin America. 
 
Esmeralda Herrera 

Hailing from Bronx, NYC, Esmeralda Herrera holds a Bachelor 
degree from Reed College where she studied Linguistics and 
Political Science. Since then, Esmeralda has worked in over 15 
public/alternative schools in both New York City and Portland, 
Oregon. In Portland she has led her own alternative educational 
program with a strong social work lens. Ms. Herrera has both 
grown-up and engaged in a diverse set of programming and event 
management for organizations like Harlem’s Children Zone, 
AmeriCorps, Reed College’s Office for Institutional Diversity, and 

Cascade Aids to name a few. She has led, designed, and executed Latino identity, access to 
education, young girls empowerment, and many more programs for underserved youth. By the 
means of her programs she has served diverse populations including students of color, LGBTQ 
students, first-generation students, students from low socio-economic backgrounds, first-
generation Americans, and students with disabilities. As a woman of color from Puerto Rican 
and Guatemalan descent raised by Dominican grandparents, Esmeralda’s upbringing in the 
Bronx afforded her the opportunity to do life alongside people coming from a wide variety of 
cultures, poverty levels, lifestyles, religions, and identities which has empowered her various 
community engagement initiatives both in the Bronx and in Portland. 

Partnerships 

	
Managing existing partnerships 

 

This quarter we strengthened our existing partnerships with Paamoja working together on the 
RUKA! Youth Leadership conference for 10 days. This allowed us to identify opportunities where 
we could grow as partnering organizations. During the visit, we were also able to visit informal 
schools around Kibera and Mathare slum areas. 
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Developing new partnerships 

 

Highlights of this past quarter include: 
 

• UNDP Asia and the Pacific 
While attending one of the regional workshops organized by United Nations 
Development Programme, we were able to get introduced to young change-makers 
from the region as well as potential partners. This was the start of an ongoing 
discussion about potential collaboration between JUMP and UNDP to revamp how 
UNDP’s 24 country offices deliver their conferences and workshops throughout the 
region.	

	

IMPACT OF FUNDS ON JUMP! LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 

JLC Bangkok 

The pilot JUMP! Leadership Conference was held in Bangkok, 
Thailand and took a local name, which means to ‘move forward.’ 
It was a two-day weekend conference on May 14 – 15, 2016 and 
was held at Ma:D Club for Better Society – a social enterprise 
hub in Bangkok. The 
participants had the 

opportunity to learn about design thinking and project 
creation. They got down to identifying problems in their 
communities and came up with tangible solutions as their 
social impact projects. There were a total of 4 projects 
presented at the conference that addressed today’s most 
compelling issues in Thailand, such as drought, teen 
pregnancy, plastic pollution and education. The two 
winning youth teams are working on the issue of teen 
pregnancy and wrong plastic waste separation. It was an 
inspirational weekend full of ideas, solution, collaboration, and with so much gained; the 
participants were true change-makers who felt the need to make a difference in their 
communities. 

JLC Nairobi 

 

A series of pre-conference workshops took us to 6 Nairobi 
slums - Kariobangi, Githurai, Dagoretti, Kibera, Mukuru and 
Mathare, helping us introduce the concept of social 
entrepreneurship and preparing the participants as 

individuals for the conference. 
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In the morning of the first day, the conference started off with energizing activities and with an 
inspiring speech from our keynote speaker Roshan Paul. The next sessions saw participants visit 
eight of the most impactful community projects in Mathare. Those eight organizations are 
tackling different challenges ranging from health, education, youth empowerment, and 
hygiene. This was a chance for our 
participants to learn why these 
organizations exist, how they operate and 
the biggest challenges they face as 
agents of change. In the afternoon of Day 
One, participants engaged in activities 
that were more focused on discovering 
who are the community members and 
teambuilding. Afterwards, they identified 
common challenges and formed groups 
to brainstorm and develop solutions to 
those by using problem analysis and 
project development tools. 
 
On the second day, the participants had the option to stay with their groups or join a different 
group that was working on a community impact idea that was close to their hearts. This process 
was achieved through the open space conference methodology – introduced on the first day - 
that gives participants freedom to come up with ideas, shape them as well as join other teams if 
need be. Participants also had the option to choose different open-space sessions hosted and 
facilitated by our panelists: art of pitching, sales and marketing, youth advocacy and 
fundraising. These workshops equipped the participants with practical skills and tools that help 
them carry on their projects even after the conference. 

 
At the end of Day Two, the groups finally had a 
chance to present their ideas to the panel of 
judges made up of experienced social 
entrepreneurs. Out of the six ideas that emerged 
during the conference, both the participants and 
judges selected two ideas as the most viable 
projects. 	  
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THANK YOU 
 
On behalf of everyone at JUMP! Foundation, I would like to express our gratitude for your 
continued support to our mission. With your financial contributions, you’ve demonstrated your 
deep commitment to our work of youth development. 
 
If anyone from BBS would like to attend the JUMP! Leadership Conferences or any of our 
programs for this year, you would be a most welcome guest. 
 
Thank you again for your support. We hope that we will only improve by each passing quarter 
and help more young people make impact around the world. 
 
If you require further details or should you have any questions about the activities, feel free to 
contact me at indra.ganzorig@jump.foundation.org or at +66 0626-586-014. 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Indra Ganzorig, 
Development Manager 
JUMP! Foundation 
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OVERVIEW 
	
Quarter 3 has proved to be a busy yet fruitful time for JUMP! Development. From expanding 

our J! Dev team to implementing JLCs in the Dominican Republic (July 23-24), Nicaragua (July 

26-27), and Haiti (August 3-4), and establishing new partnerships in preparation for our 

upcoming JLCs in Southeast Asia, our staff, our partners, and our youth have been nothing but 

inspired and empowered. Just counting this quarter, we have been able to serve 525 youth in 

Latin America and develop the capacity of our partner, Global Potential. Thanks to you, J! Dev 

has been able to grow our team as well as expand the reach of JLCs into new territories. Having 

a team entirely dedicated to J! Development enabled us to design JLC’s implementation and 

evaluation framework, increased exposure of the JUMP! Foundation amongst various 

governmental and non-governmental organizations in Thailand and Kenya, and created more 

opportunities for collaboration across institutions. Moving forward, we hope to continue our 

impact on the communities which we serve and engage our youth to be positive 

changemakers. 
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JUMP! LEADERSHIP CONFERENCES IN LATIN AMERICA 
	

JLC Latin America in Partnership with Global Potential 

 

2016 marks the seventh year of a successful 

partnership between Global Potential and JUMP! 

Development. Over the past seven years, GP and J! 

Dev have collaborated and brought to life 27 youth 

Leadership Conferences in communities throughout 

Haiti, Nicaragua, the Dominican Republic, and the 

United States, serving over 3,300 participants.  

During each conference, youths learn to build their confidence and become more connected to 

their local and global community by voicing their ideas on how to tackle problems facing their 

villages and neighborhoods, and the world at large. The conferences take place in each partner 

country for two conference days. The conferences are guided by Open Space Technology—the 

agenda and main topics of discussion are youth-led—JUMP!/GP simply create the open & safe 

space necessary for quality collaboration and cross-pollination of ideas. To establish trust and a 

sense of community among participants, Day 1 of each conference is filled with locally 

appropriate icebreakers and activities, JUMP!’s tried and true activities for community-building 

purpose that have been utilized by J! Schools and J! Experiences programs.  

As with previous years, we selected winning Community Impact Projects from each JLC 

according to the following criteria: needs, target group, creativity, feasibility, sustainability, and 

social impact. It was our honor to have had our BBS partners Katie McGowan and Josh Payne 

participate in our Haiti JLC and get to know some of the youth we serve. As we concluded our 

Latin America JLCs in Haiti, Nicaragua, and the Dominican Republic, we feel encouraged by our 

youths’ potential for self-fulfillment and their passion towards community development.  

 

 

 

SCROLL DOWN FOR COUNTRY-SPECIFIC UPDATES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dominican Republic Haiti Nicaragua 
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 JLC Dominican Republic (July 23-24) 

The Dominican Republic JLC hosted a total of 

205 participants (including 3 staff, 3 New York 

City Youth, and 13-15 students who were 

selected to participate as leaders) from 14 to 

29 years of age in 14 communities. Topics 

ranging from drug addiction to international 

violence were raised, some of which were 

difficult to discuss because of the sensitivity of 

the topics. We were proud of our youths’ 

engagement throughout the seminars to 

tackle these challenging issues in their 

communities. In the end, five community projects were designed and proposed from the 

participants: two community clean-up projects, a community nutrition program, a community 

basketball court, and the winning project—finalization of the community center. Community 

centers are vital to the community and are used for many different purposes, including 

community meetings, social events, educational centers, food market, emergency safe space, 

and general gathering for the youth. The youth of Mena Abajo area are committed to 

revitalizing the center by installing windows and locks, and equipping it with supplies such as 

chairs, tables, books, and computers. Their long term vision is connecting electricity and 

Internet access to this center. 

 

 

 

“The conference showed that people who 

aren’t physically with us do think about us 

and will leave the comfort of their homes to 

come here” –Community Testimonial 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“I learned to manage my life better and be 

more responsible for my future.” – Student 

Testimonial 
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 JLC Nicaragua (July 26-27) 

The Nicaragua JLC hosted 155 youths 

from 16 communities for an engaging 

and inspiring two days. The youths 

identified a total of 32 challenges in their 

communities, such as abortion and global 

warming, that were discussed in 

workshops. Ten Impact Projects were 

designed and presented in front of the 

selection panel, including school 

construction and enhancement, electric 

plant and water tank establishment, and community-related infrastructure. The winning project 

was the community water pump reparation. The project would benefit the entire community as 

it would reestablish a flow of water from the community’s well and aqueduct directly to the 

homes. It is budgeted for 8,475 Córdoba (about 291 USD) and it would greatly benefit the 

community, particularly the women, because they will no longer have to walk long distances to 

obtain water elsewhere. 

 

 

 

 

“All cultures are enriched through the 

youth’s ideas, which makes me think the 

world is a village because the reflections 

of these ideas are not so different.” -

Community Testimonial 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“This conference will encourage me to 

continue with my school and social 

activities.” – Student Testimonial 
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JLC Haiti (August 3-4) 

The Haiti JLC was held in Foret des Pins, a 

community located in the mountains in the 

southeastern part of Haiti. 165 youths from 22 

communities were represented at the conference. 

Similar issues to the DR JLC, such as sexuality and 

environment, were discussed during the 

conference. Additionally, some unexpected but 

bold topics such as discrimination and feminism 

were also raised and explored. It was wonderful to 

learn that our BBS partners, Katie and Josh, were 

able to witness the power of design thinking and open-space discussions at the Haiti JLC and 

were inspired by our youths. Our passionate and creative participants designed a total of 12 

Community Impact Projects, ranging from establishment of various types of schools to 

environmental restoration. The winning project was a reforestation project of Wanamet, Haiti. 

Deforestation is a critical issue in Haiti, specifically in the region of Fonde Verrette where the 

2016 Conference took place. Clearing land for agricultural purposes has detrimental 

environmental impacts. Further, trees are a valuable commodity for Haiti as it supplies fuel from 

coal as well as building material. Deforestation has negative agricultural impacts and can lead 

to several imbalances ecologically and environmentally, which result in declines in habitat and 

biodiversity, soil erosion, floods, wildlife extinction, increase in global warming, and climate 

imbalance. Deforestation also affects water cycle: trees absorb groundwater and release it into 

the atmosphere during transpiration. Therefore, deforestation automatically changes the 

climate into a drier one and affects the water table. The objective of this project is to plant trees 

in order to protect the land. Community members will volunteer to support this project, which 

will be implemented in a span of six months, during which the team will plant trees and raise 

awareness in the community about the importance of reforestation. 

 

 

 

“I used to think it was impossible to have direct 

contact with youth from outside this country but 

now I see that it is possible.” – Community 

Testimonial 

 

 

 

 

 

“It helps me to increase my leadership 

capacity and allows me to better concentrate 

and find ways to help my community”  

– Student Testimonial 
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ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY BUILDING 
 

Team members 

This quarter we had new team members from our China Hub who started working on the 

conferences in Latin America and China. 

 

Duke Xu 

Duke is proud to be a native Shanghainese who knows where to find 

the most authentic local food. His childhood within the Chinese 

education system inspired him to pursue a deeper understanding of 

education, and his lifelong goal is to build an equal, safe, and 

transformative learning environment for all youth no matter where 

they are from. Later, Duke obtained his Master of Education degree at 

Vanderbilt University. Along the journey, Duke initiated two 

technology start-up projects. He also led a non-profit organization dedicated to promoting 

stronger relationships between college students from China and the U.S. Most recently, he 

supported a leadership academy to train school principals in the U.S as a program assistant. 

 

 

Joanna Darrington 

Jo is an adventurer passionate about all human potential around the 

world! She was born and raised in a changing multi-cultural family in 

South East Asia. She spent a year during university to explore China as 

an outdoor guide and Cuba as an exchange student. She embarked on 

many adventures during her time as a student, from participating in a 

Bike Polo competition in Taiwan to volunteering as a Chinese language 

mentor for Cuban students in the UK. Jo worked as a supply teacher in 

UK, experiencing many different kinds of schools. She also worked as a manager for a Spanish 

language school. Jo is very involved in the LGBTQ+ and feminist community as well as in 

technology and art. She is a co-founder of Q-Space, a queer and feminist friendly grassroots 

community maker space in a hutong in Beijing that is dedicated to skills and knowledge sharing 

for empowerment.  

 

 

Jiayue Ren 

Jiayue Ren worked as the fundraising assistant at Beijing LGBT Center 

and the membership intern at Friends of Nature NGO. As a student 

who is pursuing a master's degree in International Trade at Beijing 

International Studies University, she attended the UNCTAD 14 Youth 

Forum in Nairobi, Kenya, in July 2016. Also, she was one of the three 

participants who represented China during the 2nd SEAMEO 

Leadership Youth Forum in Bangkok in March 2016. Jiayue currently serves as the JUMP! 

Leadership Conference China Officer to help us launch our pilot, and hopefully the first of many, 

China JLCs. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS 
	
 
Managing existing partnerships 

 
This quarter we successfully wrapped up RUKA!, our Kenya Nairobi JLC 

in collaboration with the PaaMoja Initiative, as we received their 

expense and impact reports. As PaaMoja begins to support the winning 

teams in operationalizing their Community Impact Projects, we are 

excited to see our youths being empowered to make a difference in their communities and are 

ready to help guide their efforts. 
 
 
 
 
Developing new partnerships 
 

The BEAM Education Foundation, JUMP!’s development partner on 

Project JJGG (Big Brother Big Sister) since 2014, has extended the 

partnership to piloting its first JUMP! Leadership Conference in Chiang Mai, Thailand, from 

November 5-6 this year. BEAM— Bridging Educational Access to Migrants— exists to fulfill the 

unmet needs of Burmese migrant students in pursuing higher education. The two-day 

conference, themed “Rising Lanterns of Chiang Mai,” will work with Thai and Burmese migrant 

youths to tackle challenges defined by participants as well as inspire innovative solutions. 

 

 

 

JUMP! Development has forged a new partnership with FEDA—Friends 

Economic Development Association—a Cambodia-based NGO working to 

alleviate poverty and empower people living in four of the villages in Wat Kor 

Commune, Battambang. FEDA will host a Cambodia Educator Conference 

based on the JLC model from January 13-15, 2017 (tentative) in Battambang. 

The conference will convene about 50 educators from all over Cambodia to discuss and present 

solutions to local challenges. 

 

 

 

Ayana Journeys, a Cambodian travel company offering tours through 

experiential learning focused on understanding of global issues, has been a 

partner of JUMP! Experience in assisting with its programs. The partnership 

will expand into JUMP! Development as Ayana facilitators devote their time and skills at the 

January 2017 FEDA/JUMP! Conference in Battambang, Cambodia. 
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FINANCIAL REPORT ON Q3 
 

Financial Report on disbursement of funds to date: 

Total spending to date: $77,875.09 

Spending in 2015: $20,132.00 
Spending in Q1:  $ 8,521.54 

Spending in Q2:  $17,756.55 

Spending in Q3:  $31,465.00 

 

	
Spending in Q3 July Aug Sept Total 

1 Staffing $3,035.00 $4,125.00 $4,305.00 $11,465.00 

	
Development Manager $2,035.00 $2,035.00 $2,035.00 $ 6,105.00 

	

Project Manager - Latin 

America $1,000.00 $1,000.00 

 

$ 2,000.00 

	

Project Manager – Chiangmai & 

Cambodia 

	 	
$1,000.00	

$ 1,000.00 

	
Project Manager - China 

	
$1,000.00	 $1,000.00	 $ 2,000.00 

	
Project Intern - China 

 

$    90.00 $  270.00 $    360.00 

2 JLC DR 

   

$20,000.00 

3 JLC Nicaragua 

	 	 	
$        0.00	

Total: $31,465.00 

 

 
	
UPCOMING ACTIVITIES 
	
Here is JUMP! Development’s exciting list of activities in this upcoming quarter (October 1-

December 31): 

 

 JLC Beijing (November 5-6) 

 JLC Chiang Mai (November 5-6) 

 Introduction of Irene Wu, our new JUMP! Development Manager 

 Updates on partnerships 
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THANK YOU 
 

On behalf of everyone at JUMP! Foundation, I would like to express our deepest gratitude for 

your generous donation to and support for our mission. With your financial contributions, you 

have demonstrated your deep commitment to our work on youth development. 

 

We sincerely welcome members of BBS to attend the JUMP! Leadership Conferences or any of 

our programs for this year. It would be our honor to have you experience our youths being 

engaged, inspired, and empowered through our programs. 

 

Thank you again for your continuing support. We always strive to live up to our achievements 

of previous years. We promise to keep you updated of our progress. 

 

If you require further details or should you have any questions about the activities, feel free to 

contact me at irene.wu@jumpfoundation.org or at +86 18311050232. 

 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Irene Wu, 

Development Manager 

JUMP! Foundation 
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OVERVIEW

In Quarter 4, our programming focused on the region where the organization
and its staff has deep and strong ties—Asia. The November JLC with the BEAM
Education Foundation occurred in JUMP!’s headquarter country, Thailand.
Similarly, the pilot JLC in China was organized in Beijing where the JUMP! China
hub is based. Lastly, our Cambodia JLC in partnership with FEDA Cambodia,
which was scheduled for November but was delayed until January, was held in
Battambang where JUMP! Experiences has led experiential learning programs in
2015 and 2016. Each of the three conferences was centered around a different
theme and population, creating the most wonderful diversity in ideas and
inspirations.
Organizationally, Quarter 4 witnessed the arrival of a new J! Development
manager as well as tremendous involvement of JUMP! staff in J! Development
activities. We are deeply excited and encouraged by the expansion of J!
Development both within and outside of the organization.
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JUMP! LEADERSHIP CONFERENCES IN ASIA

JLC Chiang Mai in Partnership with BEAM Education Foundation

November 5-6 � Chiang Mai, Thailand

For a long time, Thailand has hosted migrants and
refugees from neighboring countries fleeing from conflicts
and poverty. As of 2011, there were about 1.3 million

officially registered migrant workers from Cambodia, Laos, and Myanmar, 80 percent of
whom were Myanmar people1. Despite the Thai government’s effort to integrate
migrant children into its education system, over 200,000 of the migrant children were
out of school in 20142. The Chiang Mai JUMP! Leadership Conference in partnership
with BEAM Education Foundation aimed to empower Myanmar migrant youths by
emngaging them in creating innovative solutions to some of their most pressing
community challenges.
The two-day conference welcomed 87 young and passionate youths, most of whom
were Myanmar migrants and Thai ethnic youths. The majority of the participants were
students and alumni from BEAM Education. Other NGOs that were involved include Thai
Freedom House, MAP Foundation, Daughters Rising, and Thabyay Education.
For two days, participants delve deeply
into topics such as education, civil war,
drug usage, human rights, and poverty.
On Day 2, 14 projects on various topics
were created and presented. At the end,
three projects were chosen by a panel of
judges and participants to receive seed
funding while one project would receive
mentorship. The three winning projects
were a hotline that provides information
on existing non-formal education resources, an education program for migrant workers
on mosquito-borne illnesses, and a project that reaches out to migrant workers about
traffic laws and licensure information.

1. Narawat, N. (2012). Thailand education policy for migrant children from Burma. Social and Behavioral
Sciences 47 956-961.

2. Save the Children (2014). Pathways to a Better Future: A Review of Education for Migrant Children in
Thailand.

“My favorite part was getting 
to learn and share different ideas 
with people on what we want to 
do for our society…this is a great 
opportunity for me.”

-Niang Lin, Participant
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China Pilot: Beijing JLC at the International School of Beijing

November 5-6 � Beijing, China

The first-ever JUMP! Leadership
Conference in China was piloted at
the International School of Beijing
(ISB), a long-time partner of the
J! Schools and J!Experiences programs.
The conference focused on diversity,
bringing together participants from
various provinces across China with
different backgrounds in socio-
economic statuses, education, and
ethnicity. Participants engaged in activities centered around personal discovery,
leadership development, and empathy. The first day was mostly devoted to
exploring various community issues that the participants have identified, while the
second day focused on the UN SDGs and Teaspoons for Change– an organization
developed by one of JUMP!’s champions, d’Arcy Lunn— which helped participants
connect community challenges to larger global issues and to think of ways that
they could make a difference, starting with themselves. Various NGOs such as PEER,
Institute of Public and Environmental Affairs, and Voice of Feminists educated the
participants with various social issues with wonderful presentations.

“Through our ideas and the new ideas we encountered, 
we found similarities between all the community 
challenges and we could see we were not alone. There 
are so many people that share our ideas. We can use 
these ideas to build a better society, and through 
practical actions we will make them a reality. ”

- Yiwen Wu, Participant
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JLC Battambang in Partnership with FEDA Cambodia

January 14-15 � Battambang, Cambodia

Before the Cambodian genocide carried out by the Khmer Rouge
from 1975 to 1979, educators were historically a highly respected
profession in Cambodia. Gone with the death of a quarter of
Cambodia’s population was many of the country’s traditions,
including its reverence for intellect and education. Teachers fell
into the bottom class of its society, which manifested as a disparity

in education access, quality, and equity, particularly in rural areas. The Battambang
JLC for Local Educator Empowerment brought together 43 participants for a two-
day discussion about education problems and potential solutions in Cambodia. The
participants came from all walks of life, including local teachers, a few government
officials, university students, and monks from a local Buddhist university. The top five
education issues in Cambodia being identified
included: school corruption, parents’ lack of
engagement with their children’s education,
student-teacher relationships, school leadership,
and community health affecting students’
academic achievements. Six total Community
Impact Projects were proposed, and one was
chosen: a sixth-grade afterschool reading
project aimed to bridge the gap between the
end of elementary school and the beginning of secondary school. This grade level is
particularly important as students who cannot pass the reading test will effectively
be shut out of the formal education system.
A major highlight of the conference comes from participants’ feedback that this
event gave them a sense of agency in addressing some of the education problems
in their local communities– although big changes take time and some systemic
solutions may need to come from the government, as individuals they can begin
taking positive actions and be role models for others to follow.
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This quarter, we followed up with our local NGO partners on the implementation
of Community Impact Projects at each JLC location. This report highlights
“Positive Ghetto Mentality” from the Kenya (Nairobi) JLC.

Kenya RUKA! Leadership Conference with Paamoja Initiative

“Positive Ghetto Mentality” was the runner-up project at the Kenya (Nairobi) JLC.
This project aims to improve youth-police relations by raising awareness and
cross-communications between the two groups.
Despite school, work, and other personal factors, youths from the team met up
and organized their first event, which took place on November 5. The event was
held at the CDF Driving School in Huruma, for which 19 youths from Mlango
kubwa, Mathare, and Huruma areas and two police officers attended. Inspector
Wambua and Mr. Musamusi, the two police officers, gave talks as well as
answering questions on youth arrests.

So far, the biggest challenge our various NGO partners have cited on project
implementation has been the availability of youths in terms of their schedule and
transportation. Most of these youths are full-time students and team members
do not live close to each other, which presents a real difficulty when scheduling
meetings. Moving forward, we will take it into consideration when deciding which
projects to fund and mentor.
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Last quarter, we bid our former JUMP!Development
manager, Indra Ganzorig, farewell as she embarked on a
new journey at Mahidol University International College
pursuing Tourism Management. This quarter, we welcomed
Irene Wu, our new manager who will be based in the JUMP!
China hub.
Forever a practical idealist, Irene has tried to create social
changes by performing as a professional musician, teaching
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ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY BUILDING

Michou was born in New York City to an American mother
and Cameroonian father. He grew up in Vermont, and
developed a love for people, travel and experiential
education at an early age. At the age of 11, Michou decided
to take a chance and ran away to join the circus. For three
summers he participated in Circus Smirkus, a traveling youth
circus. It was through his time at the circus that he learned
that anything can be done if you are willing to put the time

and energy into practicing and making it happen. Michou’s sense of adventure
and pushing the boundaries of traditional education led him to pursue academic
interests abroad. Michou has studied abroad in Costa Rica, Spain, Thailand, and
conducted a major creative research project on storytelling traditions in
Cameroon. During his last semester of college, Michou completed an internship in
Chiang Mai, Thailand, at a small, education-focused, community-based
organization where he worked on projects to advance the Myanmar migrant
education system in Thailand, and was offered a teaching position upon
completion of his internship. Michou currently manages JUMP! Leadership
Conference throughout Southeast Asia.

youngsters in American public schools, contributing to state-wide education
initiatives and federal research studies, and working on community development
projects in Kenya. Born in Beijing and raised in Japan and Hong Kong, Irene took a
leap of faith to the United States at the age of 15 in search of a better education.
Her experience living and working in five drastically varied countries across three
continents convinced her that social cohesion is a prerequisite for sustainable
development, and education is the gateway to achieving social cohesion. Irene is
incredibly grateful and humbled that through her work with JUMP! she gets to
work alongside future generations as they discover their responsibility as global
citizens, develop as changemakers, and ultimately, work collectively to leave the
world a little bit (or a lot) better than how they inherited it.
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Wedu is a Thailand-based Foundation that
seeks to equip and empower young women to

be future leaders. They do so by providing

ORGANIZATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS

lifelong mentorship and postsecondary education financing options for
young females who show leadership potential. Through a strategic
partnership, J! Development acts as their “talent spotter” identifying
promising young females in J! Development programs who will then be
promoted to the Wedu network. With this strategic partnership, the bright
and inspired young women participating in J!Development programs will
now have another champion to support and help them achieve their dreams.

Managing Existing Partnerships

Developing New Partnerships

Global Potential (GP) has been JUMP!
Development’s program partner since
2009. Last quarter, the Latin America

JLCs wrapped up with 525 participants and three Community Impact
Projects. This quarter, we continue to support our young changemakers as
they begin to implement their projects.

Green Umbrella is a community-based NGO in Put Sor
district Bati commune in Takeo province, near Phnom Penh,
the capital of Cambodia. It focuses on providing quality basic
education. Since 2012, Green Umbrella has established a

primary school to provide education for children in the community who
qualify for the national poverty card. JUMP! Development aims to partner
with Green Umbrella in 2017 for a J! Development program focused on local
teacher training.

Educating Girls of Rural China (EGRC) is an NGO based in
Gansu, China dedicated to high school and university access
for impoverished young women from rural Western China.
They do so through financial support and mentorship. This
Fall, JUMP! Development will be partnering with EGRC to

bring our leadership program to Gansu. The program will also train and
employ EGRC alumni to facilitate the workshops and the conference.
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FINANCIAL REPORT FOR Q4

UPCOMING EVENTS

In Spring 2017, JUMP! Development will focus on strengthening existing
program structures by creating templates for better standardization of core
program elements, which will allow for higher quality of adaptation to local
context as the program is implemented in various locations. In 2017, we
have tentative JUMP! Development programs in the following locations:

Phnom Penh, Cambodia with Green Umbrella (June)

Dominican Republic with Global Potential (August)
Yogyakarta, Indonesia with TBD (October)

Chiang Mai, Thailand with BEAM Education Foundation (November)

Yangon, Myanmar with BEAM Education Foundation (November)

Spending in Q4 Oct Nov Dec Total

1 Staffing $2,060.00 $3,594.00 $5,654.00
Development Manager $2,035.00 $2,457.00 $2,457.00
Project Manager—Chiang Mai $     25.00 $    25.00
Project Intern—Beijing $   112.00 $   112.00
Project Manager—Battambang $1,025.00 $1,025.00

2 Partnership Development $    58.35 $514.30 $  572.65
Cambodia $    58.35 $ 88.40
Thailand $381.32
China $ 44.58

3 JLC Beijing $3,510.00
4 JLC Chiang Mai $4,809.15
5 JLC Battambang $4,942.65

Total: $19,488.45
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On behalf of everyone at JUMP! Foundation, I would like to express our
deepest gratitude for your generous donation to and support for our mission.
With your financial contributions, you have demonstrated your deep
commitment to our work on youth development.

We sincerely welcome members of BBS to attend JUMP! Leadership
Conferences and its pre-conference workshops in 2017. It would be our honor
to have you experience our youths being engaged, inspired, and empowered
through our programs.

Thank you again for your continuing support. We always strive to live up to
our achievements of previous years. We promise to keep you updated on our
progress.

If you require further details or should you have any questions about the
activities, feel free to contact me at irene.wu@jumpfoundation.org or at +86
18311050232.

Sincerely,

Irene Wu,
Development Manager
JUMP! Foundation

THANK YOU


